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Topsi, Famox F1, Corox F1 and Altox F1 radish cultivars were grown in 
controlled 20 and 12°C cabinets and they were subjected to 0, 33, 66 and 
100% depletion of peat moss available water capacity (AWC). The objective 
of this experiment was to determine the performances of leaf growth and 
their water relations of four radish cultivars in response to varying 
temperatures and irrigation levels. The obtained results showed that radish 
grown in 20°C cabinet substantially exceeded that grown in 12°C in leaf 
saturation weight, leaf fresh weight, leaf dry weight by 7.39, 101.55 and 
89.74%, respectively. On the other hand, 12°C grown radish highly exceeded 
that of 20°C in leaf water potential (6.44%). 0% AWC substantially bypassed 
that of 100%AWC depletion in terms of saturated and fresh weight of leaves, 
leaf water conductance and leaf water content by 144 and 141.1, 568.6 and 
53.1%, respectively. 100% WAC depletion significantly exceeded that of 0% 
AWC depletion by 53.92, 53.79 and 238.4, 78.15%, in terms of leaf dry 
matter percentages, leaf water saturation deficits, leaf water potentials and 
leaf osmotic potentials. Cultivars performed better in terms of leaf growth at 
constant day: night ratio for 20°C than 12°C showing that performance might 
be better if there was thermoperiodism owing to alteration in cell growth 
rate. Cultivar performance under varying temperatures and water 
availabilities in term of leaf growth were categorized as Topsi> Famox F1> 
Altox F1> Corox F1.  
 
Key words: Radish, Raphanus sativus, temperature, irrigation, leaf water potential, 
leaf water conductance, leaf osmotic potential.  

 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Temperatures is one of the most potent growth limiting 
factors which usually acts over and below the optimal 
growth potential of a given species.  Sirtautas et al. (2011) 
showed the different effect of low temperature and 
different photoperiods on photosynthetic pigments 
accumulation and chlorophyll ratio. After 4°C and 8 h (F1) 
and 4°C and 16 h (F2) treatments, photosynthetic pigments 
levels were lower in plants grown under 18/14°C and 8 h 
(F3) and 18/14°C and 16 h (F4) treatments. It indicates 
that radish leaves responded to low temperature by 
accumulating less chlorophyll a and b. They suggested that 
low temperature decreased photosynthetic pigments levels 

in shoots, but increased growth rate of roots. The 
combination of short day (F1) and low temperature 
treatment had the biggest influence on radish root growth. 
The opposite result was obtained under long day (F3) and 
18°C temperature treatment. Krol et al., (1999) stated that 
exposure to low temperature inhibited chlorophyll a and b 
accumulation, and according to LWR, leaf weight and RGR, 
NAR measured their highest. The lowest chlorophyll 
content was found in F2 and the largest in F4 after both 
measurements. This suggests that the highest influence on 
chlorophyll accumulation was exerted by different 
temperature and photoperiod treatments.  
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The mitotic index fell off more steeply with distance from 
the leaf base in wild-type plants at 5 than at 20°C, whereas 
in slender leaves the decline in mitotic index with distance 
from leaf base was little affected by temperature. These 
results should all be considered in the context of the data 
on cell length which showed that at 5°C the mean cell 
length in wild-type leaves was reduced compared with that 
at the same position in the leaf at 20°C. At 20°C and 10 mm 
from the leaf base there is no difference in mean cell length 
between the two genotypes. However, at 5°C, cell length is 
approximately twice as great in slender as in wild-type 
leaves 10 mm from the base. It should also be noted that in 
this study, cell lengths were determined only from the 
epidermis, whereas cell division was determined randomly 
from all tissue types (Harrison et al., 1998).  

The primary force driving water against plant resistances 
is the soil to leaf radiant of water potential which is 
expressed in reduced leaf water potential. Reduction of leaf 
water potential may induce osmotic adjustment which 
helps maintain leaf hydration at low leaf water potential. As 
plants enter a state of water deficit, hormones, mainly ABA 
are produced in the root and the shoot, causing an array of 
responses, most of which cannot be defined as productive 
in the agronomic sense. Thus, the combination of hydraulic 
stress and hormonal metabolism carry various impacts on 
plant adaptation to stress on one hand and reductions in 
growth and productivity on the other. The most susceptible 
growth stage to water deficit is flowering and reproduction, 
which in many crop species cannot be recovered upon 
rehydration. Some (not all) of the heritable plant traits and 
adaptive responses to water deficit can be 
counterproductive in term of allowing high yield potential 
(Blum, 2011).  

Assessing the relevance of in vitro investigations to the 
actual basis of lower net photosynthesis that occurs in 
leaves at low leaf water potential has been further 
complicated by recent indications that putative non 
stomatal limitations may, in some cases, have been 
misdiagnosed. The standard procedure has been to assess 
separate stomatal and non stomatal contribution to the 
overall control of photosynthesis by examining the 
dependence of net photosynthesis on the intercellular CO2 
level. However, evidence is beginning to emerge that 
homogeneities in stomatal conductance may exist across 
leaves in some situations (Downton et al., 1988; Terashima 
et al., 1988) including leaves with low leaf water potential 
(Ortiz-Lopez, 1990; Sharkey and Seeman, 1989). Severe 
non uniformities in conductance across the leaf could 
invalidate the underlying assumptions used in the 
calculation of intercellular CO2 levels from whole leaf 
measurements of photosynthesis and transpiration. The 
effect would be to cause an overestimation of intercellular 
CO2 thereby possibly creating the illusion, that non-
stomatal limitations exist when none are actually present 
(Terashima et al., 1988). 

Schonfeld et al. (1988) showed that wheat cultivars 
having high RWC are more resistant against drought stress. 
Generally, it  seems  that  osmoregulation  is one of the main  

 
 
 
 
mechanisms preserving turgor pressure in most plant 
species against water loss therefore it causes plant to 
continue water absorption and retain metabolic activities 
(Gunasekera and Berkowiz, 1992). Zlatko Stoyanov (2005) 
found that by exerting drought stress for 14 days and 
reaching soil potential of -0.9 Mpa, osmotic potential and 
turgor pressure was strongly decreased in the first leaf of 
the bean plant. Ramos et al. (2003) stated that RWC of bean 
leaves under drought stress was significantly lesser than 
control. Lazacano-Ferrat and Lovat (1999) subjected bean 
plant to drought stress and after 10, 14 and 18 days after 
irrigation was withheld, stem RWC was evaluated and 
discovered to be significantly lower compared to control 
plants. Gaballah et al. (2007) applied anti transpirant 
matters on two Sesame cultivars named Gize 32 and 
Shanavil 3 and observed that this matters by preventing 
water transpiration from leaves, led to RWC increase in 
these cultivars. Therefore, the objective of this investigation 
was to evaluate the growth performance of four radish 
cultivars in response to varying temperatures and water 
availabilities.  
 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

This experiment was conducted in controlled growth 
cabinets at the Institute Fur Gartenbauliche Produckions 
Systeme, Biologie, Liebniz Universitat, Hannover, Germany. 
The objective of this trail was to evaluate the responses of 
four radish (Raphanus sativus L. var. sativus) cultivars 
namely Topsi, Famox F1, Corox F1 and Altox F1 to two 
varying (12 and 20 °C) temperatures and four varying 
water availabilities (0, 33, 66 and 100% depletion from the 
available water capacity AWC).  

Untreated seeds of the evaluated cultivars were produced 
by Verschliessung Seed producing Company, in 2013-2014, 
EG-Norm Standardsaatgnt DE 08-9387st. These cultivars 
can perform storage root of 2.5-2.75 mm diameter. Lots 
number of Topsi RA0002CTP (T) was 01972-007, Famox F1 
RA4798CTP (F) was 00013-001, Corox F1 was 07110-000 
(C) and Altox F1 (A) was 00212-007. 
 

Experimental design 
 

Double Split plot method with Factorial Complete 
Randomized Block Design (S S F-CRBD) was chosen for this 
trial where Factor (A) was represented by cabinet 
temperatures of 20 (a1) and 12°C (a2). Factor (B) was 
represented by four water availabilities, sustain peat moss 
moisture at and below field capacity of 0 AWC% depletion 
(b1), 33% AWC depletion (b2), 66% AWC depletion (b3) 
and wilting point, 100% AWC depletion (b4). Factor (C) 
was represented by four radish cultivars namely Topsi (c1), 
Famox F1 (c2), Corox F1 (c3) and Altox F1 (c4). Therefore, 
32 treatments were included in this trail with each 
replicated four times.  
 

Cultural practices 
 
The   experiment  was  conducted  in  two  cabinets. Radish 
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Figure M1. Temperature at Cabinet 1 where radish plants were grown at 12°C. 

 
 

 
 

Figure M2. Temperature at Cabinet 2 where radish plants were grown at 20°C. 

 
 
 
cultivars in the first cabinet (Figure M1) were subjected to 
controlled temperature of 12°C, while the second (Figure 
M2) radish cultivars were exposed to controlled 
temperature of 20°C. A total of 176 plastic trays were 
utilized for the experiment; 128 trays for the treatments 
and 48 trays as controls (guard) with each tray containing 
18 cells of 5.475 g dry peat moss. Trays were filled with 
peat moss and taken to the control cabinets (Figures M1 
and M2) after which trays were set according to the 
proposed statistical design.  

Trays were brought up to field conditions on December 
9th 2013, and then one seed was sown in each cell. 15 days 
after sowing, undesired plants were replaced by 
transplants from guard trays to maintain uniformity and 
then these transplants were substituted by seedlings grown 
in separate plastic plates. Immediately after transplanting, 
plants were brought to field capacity and irrigation 
schedule was commenced according to AWC% depletion 

adopting weighing methods with 2 decimal electrical 
balances. A compound fertilizer type 2 Mega special 
consisting macro nutrients NPK (Mg), 16-6-26(3,4) 
magnesium and micro nutrients precisely 0.02% B, 0.04% 
water soluble Cu, 0.04% EDTA Cu, 0.1% water soluble Fe, 
0.1% EDTA and EDHHA Fe, 0.05% water soluble Mn, 0.05% 
EDTA Mn, 0.01% water soluble Mo and 0.01% water 
soluble Zn, 0.01% EDTA Zn, EDTA with pH 3, 11 and 
EDHHA with pH 1 and 10. Plants were fertilized four times 
on 11, 20, 28 and 32 days after sowing by dissolving 5 gl-1 
in irrigation water.  
 
Measurements 
 
Leaf water conductance (mMol m2 s-1) was measured by 
L16400XT portable photosynthesis system [L1-COR], 380 
ppm CO2 and 66% relative humidity. Leaf water potentials 
were measured by Plant Water Status Pressure Device  
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Table 1. Leaf water relation of radish grown in controlled cabinet under varying temperatures °C 
 

Temperature 
LSW  
(g) 

LFW  
(g) 

LDW 
 (g) 

LDM  
(%) 

LWSD  
(%) 

LWP  
(Kpa) 

LWCY 
(µM.M-2.S-1) 

LOs Kpa LWC % 

20 A1.4053 A1.11922 A0.074 A6.7125 A20.836 B1268.63 A 0.15578 A1.2448 A 69.4 
12 B0.7092 B0.55531 B0.0391 A7.2952 A22.617 A1350.39 A 0.21890 A1.2442 A71.33 

12 B0.7092 B0.55531 B0.0391 A7.2952 A22.617 A1350.39 A 0.21890 A1.2442 A71.33 
 

(*). LSW = Leaf saturated weight; L F W 0Leaf fresh weight; L D W =Leaf dry weight; L D M = leaf dry matter percentages; L W S D = leaf water 
saturation deficit; L W P = leaf water potentials; LWCYµM.M-2.S-1= leaf water conductivity; LOs= leaf osmosity; LWC = leaf water content.  
(**). Figures of unshared characters significantly differ at 0.05 levels, Duncan 

 
 
 
Model 3000FDI. Disks from leaves were weighed, coated 
with aluminum foil, kept in liquid nitrogen and refrigerated. 
Then osmotic potentials were measured by Psychrometary 
C52 Chambers, German made. Leaf samples were weighed 
immediately for fresh weight, saturated with deionized 
water and kept overnight at a controlled temperature of 
20°C. They were then reweighed for their saturated weight, 
oven dried at 50°C for 73 h and weighed for their dry 
weight. Finally, dry matter percentage was calculated thus: 

Ldm% = dry weight/saturated wt × 100. 
Leaf water saturation deficit = (fresh weight – saturated 

weight)/ (saturated weight- dry weight) × 100 
Leaf water holding capacity = (saturated – dry weight) / 

(saturated weight) × 100. 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Temperature 
 
The obtained results (Table 1) revealed that radish grown 
in 20°C cabinet substantially exceeded that grown in 12°C 
in leaf saturation weight, leaf fresh weight, leaf dry weight 
by 7.39, 101.55 and 89.74%, respectively. However, 
significant differences were not detected in terms of leaf 
dry matter percentages, leaf water saturation deficit, leaf 
water conductance, leaf osmotic potentials and percentage 
leaf water content. These results suggested that radish 
leaves grew better under 20°C and therefore accumulated 
significantly higher dry matter. It was found that the most 
important climatic conditions affecting plant growth are 
temperature, light, day length and rainfall (Morison and 
Lawlor, 1999). In general, the temperature response curve 
for plant growth rises rapidly from 0 to 15°C followed by a 
steady increase above 15°C to an optimum between 20 and 
30°C (Reddy, 2010). However, optimum temperature range 
depends on the particular crop. For most vegetable crops, 
growth declines when temperature increases above 35°C 
and thermal death point is reached when temperature 
reach 50°C (Sutcliffe, 1977; Reddy, 2010). Went (1953) 
suggested that the temperatures at which most 
physiological processes normally occur in plants range 
from 0 to 40°C. Photosynthesis occurs at its highest rate at 
temperatures ranging from 18 to 27°C, and decreases at 
temperatures above or below this range. The optimum 
temperature range may be defined as the temperature 

range within which maximum photosynthesis and normal 
respiration take place throughout the life cycle of the crop, 
and thus highest marketable yield is realized. For most 
crops the optimum functional efficiency occurs mostly 
between 12 and 24°C (Reddy, 2010) or between 18 and 
27°C (Anonymous, 2009). 

On the other hand, 12°C grown radish highly exceeded 
that of 20°C in leaf water potential by 6.44%. It can thus be 
inferred that 12°C grown radish possesses well-structured 
leaves with high water holding capacity, owing to its tightly 
compacted cells. Well compacted leaf cell usually performs 
well under low cell expansion conditions at normal cell 
division rates. Root growth at lowered temperatures is 
much lower due to lengthened cell division cycle (Grif and 
Ivanov, 1995). Temperature is one of the most important 
environmental variables affecting leaf growth. In the 
graminaceous leaf, it is the temperature perceived by the 
leaf base (meristematic and expanding tissues), rather than 
that of the differentiated blade which is correlated with 
growth rate (Peacock, 1975). Temperature is known to 
alter cell division rates and this in turn determines the 
response of the plant to the growing season by affecting the 
way in which meristematic cells are deployed in 
organogenesis (Francis and Barlow, 1988). Moreover, cell 
length and the length of the division zone were also greater 
in the slender mutant than in the wild type, and growing 
the plants at reduced temperature (5°C) shortened cell 
lengths only in the wild type. The slender mutant had a 
higher mitotic index than the wild type, although in neither 
genotype was change in the mitotic index observed 
following growth at reduced temperatures. Cell doubling 
time, on the other hand, was reduced by growth at reduced 
temperature in the wild type but not in the slender mutant. 
Thus, the data suggest very different growth responses to 
low temperature in the two genotypes. The results are 
discussed in terms of the ability of plants to sense their 
environment and optimize their metabolism for future 
growth (Harrison et al., 1998). 
 
Irrigation levels 
 
The highest leaf saturation weight and leaf fresh weight 
(Table 2) were confined to 0% AWC depletion. These 
parameters were gradually reduced with the water 
availability reduction until they attained their lowest values 
with    100%     AWC      depletion.   Subsequently,  0%   AWC  
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Table 2. Leaf water relation of radish grown in controlled cabinet under varying irrigation levels (*), (**) 
 

Temperature 
LSW  
(g) 

LFW  
(g) 

LDW 
 (g) 

LDM  
(%) 

LWSD  
(%) 

LWP  
(Kpa) 

LWCY 

(µM.M-2.S-1) 

Los  

(Kpa) 

LWC  

(%) 

0% AWC A1.24188 A1.00344 A0.056250 C 5.7328 B19.594s D623.97 A 0.39702 C0.97833 A82.104 

33%AWC B1.00125 B0.81625 A0.053750 CB6.5288 B19.233 C934.06 B 0.16176 CB1.06708 B74.427 

66%AWC B1.06375 B0.86531 A0.059688 B 6.9300 B17.943 B1568.44 B 0.13120 B1.18958 B71.268 

100%AWC B0.92219 C0.66406 A0.056406 A 8.8238 A30.134 A2111.56 B 0.05938 A1.74292 C53.672 
 

(*). LSW = Leaf saturated weight; L F W 0Leaf fresh weight; L D W =Leaf dry weight; L D M = leaf dry matter percentages; L W S D = leaf water saturation 
deficit; L W P = leaf water potentials; LWCYµM.M-2.S-1= leaf water conductivity; LOs= leaf osmosity; LWC = leaf water content. 
(**). Figures of unshared characters significantly differ at 0.05 levels, Duncan. 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R1):Responses of leaf weight at saturation(Y=g) to AWC depletion(X=%) 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R2):Responses of leaf fresh weight (y=g) to AWC depletion(X=%) 

 
 
 
substantially surpassed that of 100% AWC depletion by 
144 and 141.1%, respectively. However, significant 
differences were not detected in leaf dry weight among 
varying irrigation levels. Regression analysis manifested 
that weight saturated leaf responses to irrigation levels 
showed gradual reductions concomitant to depleted water 

increases (Figure R1). Therefore, responses were governed 
by linear regression equation and it can be estimated from 
the below linear equation:  

Saturated weight (g) = 1.191- 0.002692 (AWC %).  
A similar result was obtained with slightly higher slope 

(Figure R2) in leaf fresh weight responses to irrigation  
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Figure(R3):Responses of leaf dry weight (Y=g) to AWC depletion(X=%) 

 
 
 
levels and thus it can be predicted by the following 
equation:  

Leaf fresh weight (g) = 0.9823 - 0.002915 (AWC %).  
However, (Figure R3)leaf dry weight exhibited different 

tendencies in response to different irrigation levels where 
gradual increases in depleted water caused gradual 
increases in leaf dry weight and responses can be 
forecasted by the following linear equations:  

Weight of dry leaves (g) = 0.05558 – 0.000019 (AWC %).  
These results suggested that the more water availabilities 

were confined to tenderer radish leaves. Therefore, tender 
leaves possessed higher water content as reflected in its 
higher water holding capacity and higher fresh weight. In 
contrast, dry matter accumulations showed slight gradual 
increases with water depletion increases. However, these 
increases were not significant owing to drought episodes 
that were not strong enough to reflect real drought effects. 
In such drought period, the plant response will be to 
acquire systematic resistance to increase photosynthesis 
and accumulation of dry matter in leaves through the 
commencement of shifting the hormonal balance to favour 
inhibitors such as abscisic acid. The plant response to water 
deficit is articulated in a complex network of 
morphological, physiological and molecular changes. As 
plant relative water content decreases, plant growth is 
slowed and stomatal closure occurs which is paralleled by a 
decreased photosynthetic rate (Lawlor, 2002). These 
physiological changes occurring during the plant's response 
to water stress have been correlated with the rapid 
translocation of ABA in the transpiration stream and the 
increase in ABA concentration in plant organs (Zeevaart 
and Creelman, 1988). In tomato, four genes were identified 
and characterized that require an increase in ABA content 
for expression during water deficit stress (Bray et al., 1999 

and Cohen and Bray, 1990). One of these genes, le20, 
encodes a protein with the domains of H1 histone, thus it 
was renamed his1-s. This gene is expressed at the mRNA 
and protein levels in response to prolonged water deficit 
stress (Kahn et al., 1993 and Scippa et al., 2000). The 
mechanism of gene induction is at the post-transcriptional 
level (Cohen et al., 1999).        

The highest leaf dry matter percentages, leaf water 
saturation deficit and leaf water potential were  observed at 
100% AWC depletion. Where 100% WAC depletion 
significantly exceeded that of 0 %AWC depletion by 53.92, 
53.79 and 238.4%, respectively. Similar results were 
obtained in droughted and irrigated Pea (Dohuky et al., 
2011). Regression analysis revealed that all the above traits 
are governed by linear type equations. Leaf dry matter 
percentage responses to irrigation levels (Figure R4) 
increasingly rose up to match gradual drought increases 
and it can be estimated from the following equation:  

Leaf dry matter percentages = 6.666 + 0.00912 (AWC %).  
Leaf water saturation deficit responses to varying 

irrigation levels (Figure R5) showed similar results but 
with slightly higher slope and it can be forecasted by the 
following equation:  

Leaf water saturation deficit (%) = 17.23 + 0.0936 (AWC 
%).  

Apparent rapid increases in leaf water potentials 
accompanied the reductions in water availability (Figure 
R6) which can be predicted by the equation below:  

Leaf water potential (Kpa) =547.7 + 15.31 (AWC %).  
Abscisic acid (ABA) participates in many adaptive 

responses to water stress, including stomatal closure and 
the synthesis of dehydration induced proteins (Vartanian, 
1994) and it may also promote leaf senescence in some 
species   (Nooden,  1988).   The   addition  of   ABA   (10-6 M)  
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Figure(R4):Responses of leaf dry matter percentage (Y) to AWC depletion(X=%) 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R5):Responses of leaf water saturation deficit (Y=%) to AWC depletion(X=%) 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R6):Responses of leaf water potential(Y=KPa) to AWC depletion(X=%) 
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Figure(R7):Responses of leaf osmotic potential(Y=KPa) to AWC depletion(X=%) 

 
 
 
reduced stomatal conductance of non-stressed leaves in 
both genotypes. In water stressed plants, ABA caused a 
modest but significant decrease of gs in Gd1d2 3 days after 
the start of the treatment, but thereafter gs continued to 
decrease in non-treated plants and ABA did not cause any 
additional decrease of gs suggesting that the response was 
saturated by endogenous ABA produced in response to 
water deficit (Dodd et al., 1996). 

The highest leaf water conductance and highest water 
content of radish leaves were observed in 0%AWC 
depletion treatment, as it substantially surpassed 100% 
AWC treatment by 568.6 and 53.1%, respectively. However, 
leaf osmotic potential results concluded that higher water 
conductance is usually accompanied by higher leaf water 
content which is precisely capable of conducting both water 
and gases to accommodate perfect photosynthesis. In 
contrast both photosynthesis barriers namely stomatal and 
non-stomatal occurred. The stomata closed because the 
guard cells failed to retain the solutes necessary to generate 
the osmotic potential necessary to make them remain open 
(Ehret and Boyer, 1979) which while minimizing further 
loss of water, can limit photosynthesis by constraining the 
rate at which CO2 diffuses into the leaves. Despite this 
intuitive and well-established mechanistic connection 
between leaf water status and stomatal conductance, there 
is a broad range of experimental evidence indicating that 
low AL may also have direct effects on chloroplast 
biochemistry. Candidates for biochemical dysfunctions 
include restrictions in the carbon reduction cycle (Kaiser 
and Heber, 1981), inhibitions of photosynthetic electron 
transfer (Bjorkman and Powles, 1984; Boyer and Bowen, 
1970), and the focus of this study, impaired 
photophosphorylation activity (Younis et al., 1979; 1983). 

Leaf osmotic potential on the other hand highly increased 
with the increases in depleted water from peat moss since 

the highest pressure was confined to 100% AWC depletion 
which significantly exceeded that of 0 %AWC by 78.15%. 
Osmotic potential is created from the accumulation of 
compatible solutes in the cells such as sugar, proline, 
minerals alcohols and glycine betaine. To counteract water 
depletion from cells, hydrolytic enzymes are required 
which are produced by the defense system. Enzymes of 
sugar metabolism are probably critical in desiccation 
tolerance. It has been demonstrated that certain sugars 
may be central to the protection of a wide range of 
organisms against drought. In C. plantagineum, the overall 
transcript levels of sucrose phosphate synthase and sucrose 
synthase increased immediately in response to drought 
(Ingram and Bartles, 1996). Enzymes involved in the 
synthesis of other compounds that can act as compatible 
solutes and whose transcript levels are clearly upregulated 
during drought include pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthetase 
(proline biosynthesis), betaine aldehyde dehydrogenase 
(glycine betaine biosynthesis) (Isitani et al., 1995). Total 
water potential can be maintained during mild drought by 
osmotic adjustment which involves utilizing sugars or other 
compatible solutes. Both ion and water channels are likely 
to be important in regulating water flux and the relevance 
of these channels to drought-stress has been supported by 
the isolation of channel protein genes expressed in 
response to water deficit (Bohnert et al., 1995). 

Regression analysis revealed that leaf osmotic potential 
responses to varying irrigation level (Figure R7) was 
overwhelmed by linear regression which gradually 
increased with depleted water increases and it can be 
estimated by the following equation:  

Leaf osmotic potential (Kpa) = 0.8823 + 0.00728 (AWC 
%).  

Leaf water conductance responses to different irrigation 
levels  were  shown  by  linear equation with  negative slope  
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Table 3. Leaf water relation of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinet under varying irrigation levels (*), (**) 
 

Cvs 
LSW  

(g) 

LFW  

(g) 

LDW 

 (g) 

LDM  

(%) 

LWSD  

(%) 

LWP  

(Kpa) 

LWCY 

(µM.M-2.S-1) 
Los Kpa LWC % 

Topsi A 1.1986 A0.9525 A0.064688 A7.1947 A20.764 BA 1292.7 A0.18928 A1.2275 A72.103 

Famox F1 BC 0.986 BC 0.774 BA 0.0556 A7.3956 A22.996 A1348.75 A0.18438 A1.25333 A70.778 

Corox F1 C0.9447 C0.7503 B0.047969 A6.5305 A20.812 AB1330.6 A0.19407 A1.29833 A66.253 

Altox F1 BA 1.1 BA 0.872 A0.057813 A6.8945 A22.333 B1265.94 A0.18162 A1.19875 A72.338 
 

(*). LSW = Leaf saturated weight; LFW 0Leaf fresh weight; LDW =Leaf dry weight; LDM = leaf dry matter percentages; LWSD = leaf water saturation deficit; 
LWP = leaf water potentials; LWCYµM.M-2.S-1= leaf water conductivity; LOs= leaf osmosity; LWC = leaf water content. 

 
 
 
where leaf conductance showed gradual reductions 
accompanied by gradual reductions in water availabilities 
and it can be forecasted the following equation:  

Leaf conductance (µM.m-2.s-1) = 0.3430 – 0.003128 (AWC 
%).  

Similar negative slope of linear equation was obtained for 
the responses of leaf water content to varying irrigation 
levels ant it can be predicted by the following equation:  

Percentage of leaf water content = 83.61 – 0.2662 (AWC 
%).  
 
Cultivar responses 
 
Significant differences were not found between Altox and 
Topsi in all detected parameters (Table 3). However, they 
significantly exceeded Corox F1 in weight of saturated leaf, 
leaf fresh weight and leaf dry weight. In general, slight 
differences among cultivars in response to both varying 
temperatures and irrigation levels were observed, however, 
these differences were not enough to discriminate between 
cultivars owing to complex combinations. Differences 
among cultivars are usually attributed to the production 
techniques that were applied during production to preserve 
genome diversity. Dohuky et al. (2011) studied Ramshorn 
Cowpea cultivar produced from three varying companies 
and found that the best producing company was Italian in 
terms of dry seed production and green pod, as compared 
to Genex and Modesto seed companies.   
 
Combinations of varying temperatures and irrigation 
levels 
 
Radish responses to varying temperatures and irrigation 
levels (Table 4) revealed that the most impacts were 
dominated by temperatures rather than irrigation levels. 
Although differences between irrigation levels within each 
applied temperature occurred, still the gap between 
temperatures was obvious. Furthermore, differences 
between irrigation levels of radish grown in 20°C cabinet 
were more apparent than that in 12°C. The higher values of 
saturated leaf weight (1.5875 g), leaf fresh weight 
(1.320625 g) and leaf dry weight (0.081256) were detected 
in 20°C radish grown cabinet. The worst values of weight of 
saturated leaf (0.5413 g), leaf fresh weight (0.37 g) and leaf 
dry weight (0.035 g) were confined to 100% AWC depletion 

of radish grown in 12°C cabinet. These results suggested 
that cell expansion rate was boosted at 20°C and growth 
rate hindrance at drought was not adequate enough to 
attain the growth rate inhibition imposed by both 12°C and 
drought, particularly with severe unavailability of water. 
Plant responses to multiple stresses are often different than 
responses to those same stresses individually (Mooney and 
Winner, 1991). Many resource limitation experiments show 
that plants are limited simultaneously by more than one 
factor (Nilsen and Orcutt, 1996). Low nutrients and drought 
may reduce the ability of plants to compensate for the 
combined stress of low temperature and O3. Low root 
temperatures have been shown to decrease nutrient uptake 
(Legros and Smith, 1994). However, this decrease may 
actually result from a decline in growth rate (Clarkson, 
1993) associated with decreased ability to take up water at 
low root temperatures (Li et al., 1994). Drought 
temperature in Glycine max L. increased the root 
temperature in the suboptimal range while keeping shoot 
temperature constant thus increasing plant water 
potentials (Kuo and Boersma, 1971). Thus, low root 
temperature and O3 can act in conjunction with drought or 
low nutrient availability to further reduce plant biomass. 
However, because there is evidence that uptake systems 
acclimate with prolonged exposure to low root 
temperatures (Chapin, 1974), reductions in photosynthesis 
shown with O3 and warm root temperatures may be more 
important in limiting long term growth when combined 
with reduced nutrient availability and drought. 

On the other hand, the leaf dry matter percentages, leaf 
water saturation deficit and leaf water potential were 
almost dominated by varying irrigation levels rather than 
temperatures . Subsequently, significant differences were 
not observed between wilting treatments in 20°C and 12°C 
grown radish in terms of leaf dry matter percentage and 
leaf water saturation deficit. The highest percentage of leaf 
dry matter (9.52%), leaf water saturation deficit (33.14%) 
and leaf water potential (2262.5 KPa) were concomitant to 
wilted radish grown in 12°C cabinet. These results 
suggested that this treatment possessed potent water 
holding capacity which might be acquired from compacted 
cells caused by low cell expansion rate and normal cell 
division under the influence of wilt and low temperatures. 
Drought stress has been shown to cause alterations    in    
the     chemical     composition     and    physical     properties                            
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Table 4. Leaf water relation of radish grown in controlled cabinet under varying temperature and irrigation levels (*), (**). 
 

Temperature: 
Irrigation 

LSW  
(g) 

LFW  
(g) 

LDW 
 (g) 

LDM  
(%) 

LWSD  
(%) 

LWP  
(Kpa) 

LWCY 
(µM.M-2.S-1) 

Los  
(Kpa) 

LWC  
(%) 

20:FC A1.5875 A1.32063 BA0.070625 D5.3213 C17.016 E 602 BA0.32779 CB1.0533 B76.292 
20:33% C1.2275 B0.98750 B0.065625 BC D 6.6163 C20.504 D 903.13 BC0.14665 CB1.0542 B72.185 
20:66% BA1.5031 A1.21063 A0.081875 BC D 6.7869 C18.695 C1608.75 C0.09677 B1.2158 B70.967 
20: wilt BC1.3031 B0.95813 BA0.077813 BA 8.1256 BA27.128 B1960.63 C0.0519 A1.6558 C58.162 
12:FC D0.8963 C0.68625 C0.041875 CD6.1444 BC22.173 E 645.94 A0.46625 C0.9033 A87.916 

12:33% ED0.7750 DC0.645 C0.041875 BCD6.4413 C 17.963 D 965 BC0.17688 CB1.08 B76.669 
12:66% EF0.6244 DE0.5 C 0.037500 BC7.0731 C 17.191 C1528.13 BC0.16563 B1.1633 B71.569 
12:wilt F0.5413 E0.37000 C 0.035000 A9.52 A 33.140 A2262.50 C0.06685 A1.83 C49.182 

 

(*). LSW = Leaf saturated weight; LFW 0Leaf fresh weight; LDW =Leaf dry weight; LDM = leaf dry matter percentages; LWSD = leaf water saturation deficit; LWP = leaf water potentials; 
LWCYµM.M-2.S-1= leaf water conductivity; LOs= leaf osmosity; LWC = leaf water content. 
 (**). Figures of unshared characters significantly differ at 0.05 levels, Duncan. 

 
 
 
 of the cell wall (wall extensibility) and such changes 
may involve the genes encoding S-
adenosylmethionine synthetase (Espartero et al., 
1994). Under nonstressful conditions, increased 
expression of S-adeno-syl-L-methionine synthetase 
genes correlates with areas where lignification is 
occurring (Peleman et al., 1989). Thus the increased 
expression in drought-stressed tissue could also be 
due to lignification in the cell wall. Cell ceases 
elongation under prolonged drought stress and then 
lignification processes seem to begin (Nonami and 
Boyer, 1990). It was found that when plant roots are 
subjected to water stress, abscisic acid (ABA) 
accumulation may be initiated by a drought-sensing 
mechanism located in the roots where it can be 
exported to leaves (Pei et al.,  2000) thus reducing 
water loss by stomata regulation (Cominelli et al., 
2005; Gudesblat et al., 2007). On the other hand, long-
term soil drought can also lead to up-regulation of 
leaf osmotic pressure and lower water potential 
around the stomata while osmoregulation promotes 
greater gs under moderate soil drought (Buckley, 
2005). 
Significant   differences   in   leaf   water  conductance, 

leaf osmotic potentials and leaf water content 
percentage were not found between levels of 
irrigation of radish grown in 20°C and radish grown 
in 12°C cabinet except in percentage of leaf water 
content of field capacity of 20°C and 12°C (Table 4; 
Figure R8 and R9). These results suggested that 
temperatures slightly affected these traits as 
compared to irrigation levels impact. These results 
can be attributed to homeostasis events between 
stomata conductance and mesophyll conductance. 
Water stress induced by salinity may influence plant 
growth by causing adverse effects on dry matter 
partitioning, cell extension, cell division, leaf 
photosynthesis and/or transpiration (Maas and 
Hoffman, 1977). Effects on photosynthesis may be 
attributed both to stomata and nonstomata responses 
(Cheeseman, 1988). Xu et al. (1994) concluded that 
the reduction of leaf photosynthesis at high salinity 
was the result of reduced stomata conductance. 
However, Meinzer et al. (1994) observed a 
simultaneous decrease in leaf photosynthesis and an 
increase in intercellular CO2 concentration in 
sugarcane at high salinity, suggesting the reduced 
photosynthesis to be caused by a reduced mesophyll 

conductance rather than reduced stomata 
conductance. Total water potential can be maintained 
during mild drought by osmotic adjustment. Sugars 
may serve as compatible solutes permitting such 
osmotic adjustment, although many other 
compounds usually associated with salt stress are 
also active, such as proline, glycine betaine, and 
pinitol (Mc Cue and Hanson 1990; Yoshiba et al., 
1995).     
 
Cultivar responses to irrigation levels 
 
Weight of saturated leaf, leaf fresh weight and leaf dry 
weight were gradually reduced with the increases in 
water depletions (Table 5; Figures R10 to R12). The 
lowest reduction percentages between field capacity 
and wilting in weight of saturated leaf (8.31%) and 
leaf fresh weight (21.33%) was confined to Famox F1. 
However, the highest weight of leaf saturated weight 
(1.0738g) and leaf fresh weight (0.726 g) under 
wilting was obtained for Topsi. Moreover, Famox F1 
produced significantly higher leaf dry weight 
(16.23%) in drought than in irrigation. These results 
suggested  that   Famox F1  possesses    better defense  
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Figure(R8):Responses of leaf water conductance(Y=µ.M H2O.m-2.S-1) to AWC 
depletion(X=%) 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R9):Responses of leaf water content (Y=%) to AWC depletion(X=%) 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R10):Reduction percentage in leaf saturated weight (g) of four radish 
cultivars by wilting in comparision to field capacity 
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Table 5. Leaf water relation of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinet under varying irrigation levels (*), (**) 
 

Irrigation:Cvs 
LSW  

(g) 

LFW  

(g) 

LDW 

 (g) 

LDM  

(%) 

LWSD  

(%) 

LWP  

(Kpa) 

LWCY 

(µM.M-2.S-1) 

Los  

(Kpa) 

LWC  

(%) 

0%:T A1.5275 A1.2738 A 0.07 D C 5.545 DC 17.438 J 585.88 A0.4615 CB0.998 A85.87 

0%:F C1.0538 CD0.86 A -D 0.05 B D C 5.996 BDC20.23 J 658.75 A0.4078 CB0.95 A-C77.174 

0%:C DC0.9375 C-D0.75 D C0.0425 B D C 6.023 DC 17.491 J 580 A0.4153 CB1.067 AB82.951 

0%:A BA1.4488 BA1.1325 BAC0.063 D 5.368 A-D23.2 J 671.25 AC0.3036 C0.8983 AB82.423 

33%:T C1.0813 CD0.8850 A-D 0.058 B D C 6.523 BDC18.9 I 837.50 C0.0634 CB1.117 A-C76.354 

33%:F DC1.0163 CD0.7975 A-D 0.059 B D A C 7.1 BDC22 G 1042.50 C0.1413 CB1.088 A-C78.282 

33%:C DC0.9388 ECD0.765 BDC0.046 B D C 5.944 BDC19.01 H I 855 C0.1753 CB1.015 BC69.265 

33 %:A DC0.9688 CD0.8175 A-D 0.053 BDC 6.528 DC 17.036 HG1001.3 AC0.2671 CB1.048 A-C73.806 

66%:T C1.1125 BCD0.925 BA0.0663 A-D7.236 D 13.866 F 1518.75 C0.1514 CB1.137 A-C73.49 

66%:F DC 0.9038 ECD0.748 A-D 0.053 A-D 7.330 DC 17.856 ED1697.5 C0.1304 CB1.103 A-C75.382 

66%:C BC 1.2063 BC0.9625 A-C0.064 B D C 6.013 B-D19.691 F 1506.25 C0.1379 B1.2933 CD66.327 

66%:A C 1.0325 CD0.8263 A-D0.056 D A C 7.1 BDC20.36 EF1551.25 C0.1052 CB1.225 BC70.212 

100%:T C 1.0738 ECD0.726 B A 0.065 A 9.475 A 32.854 B2228.75 C0.0808 A1.6583 DE53.035 

100%:F DC 0.9688 ED 0.6925 BAC0.061 A 9.135 A 31.9 C1996.25 C0.0581 A1.8717 DE52.274 

100%:C D 0.6963 E 0.5263 D0.039375 B A C 8.143 BAC27.06 A2381.25 C0.0479 A1.8183 E46.467 

100%:A DC 0.9500 ECD0.711 A-D0.06 B A 8.543 BA 28.719 D1840 C0.0507 A1.6233 CD62.91 
 

(*). LSW = Leaf saturated weight; LFW 0Leaf fresh weight; LDW =Leaf dry weight; LDM = leaf dry matter percentages; LWSD = leaf water saturation deficit; LWP = leaf water potentials; LWCYµM.M-2.S-1= leaf water 
conductivity; LOs= leaf osmosity; LWC = leaf water content 
(**). Figures of unshared characters significantly differ at 0.05 levels, Duncan. 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R11):Reduction percentage in leaf fresh weight (g) of four radish 
cultivars cased by wilting in comparision to field capacity 
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Figure(R12):Reduction percentage in leaf dry weight (g) of four 
radish cultivars cased by wilting in comparision to field capacity 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R13):Reduction percentage in leaf  dry matter % of 
four radish cultivars cased by wilting in comparision to field 
capacity 

 
 
 
system under drought than other cultivars and its lag 
values can be attributed to its production capability under 
all irrigation levels. 
Therefore, this cultivar can be of benefit in drought 
resistance breeding program not in productions. Altox F1 
and Topsi gave higher weight of saturated leaves, fresh leaf 
and dry leaf weights at all irrigation levels, at the same time 
revealed higher reductions under drought as compared to 
Corox F1 and Famox F1. Differences were found among 
cultivars in dry matter accumulations and the type of 
accumulated dry matter are the main factors influencing 
leaf water holding capacity.  

Stomatal conductance does not always parallel changes in 
the photosynthetic capacity of tobacco plants (von 
Caemmerer et al., 2004) depending on the cultivars, and 
thus highlighting the complexity in the relationship. 

However, Zhang et al. (2006) reported that the relationship 
between stomata density and gs and photosynthetic rate 
(A) is positive under limited irrigation conditions, while 
Galmes et al. (2007) indicated that gs is related to stomata 
density for a wide range of water statuses.  

Percentage of leaf dry matter, water saturation deficit 
and leaf water potentials were significantly higher under 
drought than that of field capacity with all cultivars (Table 
5; Figures R13  to R15). However, cultivar differences were 
obvious, the highest increases in dry matter percentages of 
leaves, water saturation deficit and leaf water potentials 
were confined to Topsi, Topsi and Corox F1, respectively; 
whereas, the lowest was observed in Corox F1, Altox F1 and 
Altox F1, respectively. However, significant differences 
were not detected under severe drought among cultivars in 
dry matter percentages and water saturation deficit.  
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Figure(R14):Reduction percentage in leaf  water saturation deficit weight 
% of four radish cultivars cased by wilting in comparision to field capacity 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R15):Reduction percentage in leaf  water potential (Kpa) of 
four radish cultivars cased by wilting in comparision to field capacity 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R16):Reduction percentage in leaf  water conductance 
(micro MH2O.m-2S-1)of four radish cultivars cased by wilting in 
comparision to field capacity 

 
 
 
 
Apparent differences were found only in leaf water 
potentials where the lowest coincided to Altox F1. These 
results suggest that Altox F1 is capable of maintaining 
reasonable leaf water status under severe drought as 
compared to other cultivars. Low water saturation deficit 
and low leaf water potentials support this notion and 
therefore cultivar drought resistance can be put into the 
following order: Altox F1, Famox and Corox and then Topsi. 
There are many drought resistance mechanisms usually 
depending upon the gene diversity possessed by cultivars 
and their expressions to create better homeostasis to 
sustain acceptable water content required for recruiting 
defense systems. Genes induced during water stress 
conditions are thought to function not only in protecting 
cells from water deficit by the production of important 
metabolic proteins but also in the regulation of genes for 
signal transduction in the water-stress response. Thus, 
these gene products are classified into two groups. The first 
group includes proteins that probably function in stress 
tolerance: water channel proteins involved in the 
movement of water through membranes, enzymes required 
for the biosynthesis of various osmo protectants (sugars, 
Pro, and Gly-betaine), proteins that may protect 
macromolecules and membranes (LEA protein, osmotin, 
antifreeze protein, chaperon (protein that guide the newly 
synthesized protein process), and mRNA binding proteins), 
proteases for protein turnover (thiol proteases, Clp 
protease, and ubiquitin), the detoxification enzymes 
(glutathione S-transferase, soluble epoxide hydrolase, 
catalase, superoxide dismutase, and ascorbate peroxidase). 
Some of the stress inducible genes that encode proteins, 
such as a key enzyme for pro biosynthesis, were over 
expressed in transgenic plants to produce a stress tolerant 
phenotype of the plants. This indicates that the gene 
products really function in stress tolerance (Kavi Kishor et 
al., 1995). The second group contains protein factors 
involved in further regulation of signal transduction and 
gene expression that probably function in stress response: 
protein kinases, transcription factors, PLC, and 14-3-3 
proteins. Now it becomes more important to elucidate the 
role of these regulatory proteins for further understanding 
of plant responses to water deficit. The possible function of 
the drought, high salinity, and cold inducible genes were 
recently reviewed by Ingram and Bartels (1996).   

Leaf water conductance and leaf water content were 
higher under adequate irrigation than in drought, especially 
under wilting with all investigated cultivars (Table 5 and 
Figure R16 to R17). The lowest percentage of reductions by 
drought in leaf water conductance was observed with Topsi 
(450.43%) and Altox F1 (482.37%) as compared to Famox 
F1 (573.89%) and Corox. While reduction percentage of 
leaf water content caused by severe drought were 29.36% 
in Altox F1 compared to 58.98% in Topsi, 45.34% in Famox 
F1 and 76.79% in Corox F1. The highest leaf water 
conductance (0.0808 µM.M-2.S-1) and percentage of water 
content (62.91%) under wilting were dedicated to Topsi 
and Altox F1, respectively. These results suggested that 
Altox F1   possessed   better   water   holding   capacity  than  



 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure(R17):Reduction percentage in leaf  osmotic potential 
(Kpa) of four radish cultivars cased by wilting in comparision to 
field capacity 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R18):Reduction percentage in leaf  water content (%) of 
four radish cultivars cased by wilting in comparision to field 
capacity 

 
 
 
other cultivars, since it showed no significant differences 
with Topsi which revealed higher leaf water conductance 
(Table 5) and thus, this parameter can be ignored at least 
under drought conditions. Most drought resistance genes 
including stomata and non-stomata factors appeared to be 
somehow dependent of ABA functions. Most water stress 
inducible genes respond to treatment with exogenous ABA 
whereas others do not. Analyses of the expression of water 
stress inducible genes by ABA in ABA deficient (aba) or 
ABA insensitive (abi) Arabidopsis mutants have indicated 
that some of the stress inducible genes do not require an 
accumulation of endogenous ABA under drought or cold 
conditions. Therefore, there are not only ABA dependent 
pathways but also ABA independent pathways involved in 
the  water  stress response. Analysis  of   the  expression  of  
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ABA inducible genes revealed that several genes require 
protein biosynthesis for their induction by ABA, suggesting 
that at least two independent pathways exist between the 
production of endogenous ABA and gene expression during 
stress (Shinozaki and Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, 1997). 

Leaf osmotic potentials values were higher under 
drought, especially with wilted plants (Table 5; Figure R18) 
in all cultivars. However, cultivar differences were not 
obvious under drought. They reveal in comparison between 
drought and adequate irrigation. The lowest reduction in 
osmosity caused by drought was found in Topsi (43.7%) 
and Corox F1 (48.6%), and the highest were in Famox F1 
(49.45%) and Altox F1 (45.12%). These results suggest that 
Corox F1 and Altox F1 can accommodate better compatible 
solutes accumulations to counteract water loss. Many 
plants respond to water deficit by accumulating high 
concentrations of compatible solutes or osmolytes, such as 
proline, mannitol, fructose, glycine betaine, and trehalose 
(Bajaj et al., 1999 and Hoekstra et al., 2001). Elevated 
proline levels occurred in transgenic Arabidopsis that over 
expressed DREB1A (CBF3) (Gilmour et al., 2000). Hsieh et 
al. (2002) measured proline content in transgenic tomato 
plants under normal and water deficit conditions. The 
proline content in transgenic tomato was higher than in the 
wild type plants under both normal and water deficit 
conditions. However, there is no further elevation in 
response to water stress conditions in transgenic tomato 
plants, indicating that over expression of CBF1 under non 
stress conditions protects the plants from subsequent 
stress. GA3 treatment did not affect the proline content in 
wild-type and transgenic tomato plants. These results may 
suggest that transgenic tomato plants possess an inherent 
resistance to water deficit conditions which is much higher 
than in wild type plants thus showing consistence with 
results of Fv/Fm value and water content.  

 
Cultivar responses to varying temperatures 

 
Radish plants grown in 20°C cabinet substantially exceeded 
that of 12°C in weight of saturated leaf, leaf fresh weight 
and leaf dry weight. However, cultivar differences within 
each temperature were easily discriminated (Table 6; 
Figures R19 to R21). Subsequently, Topsi at 20°C 
substantially exceeded its corresponding 12°C by103.71%, 
Famox F1 89.34%, Corox 90.44% and Altox 91.438%. 
Resembled increases were also found in leaf fresh weight 
where the increases were in Topsi 196.21%, Famox F1 
97.84%, Corox F1 99.75% and Altox F1 112.78%. Higher 
dry matter accumulation was also obtained in leaves at 
20°C than at 12°C in Topsi (83.56%), Famox F1 (84.56%), 
Corox F1 (84.26%) and Altox (103.28%). These results 
suggested that leaf water relation and dry matter 
accumulation in leaves were significant at 20°C than at 
12°C. Topsi gave the higher values in all three detected 
traits at 20°C than with low reduction at 12°C, as compared 
to Altox which showed higher reduction at 12°C. It can be 
inferred that Topsi showed better responses to both 
temperatures than Altox F1, particularly at 20°C. It is well  
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Table 6. Leaf water relation of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinet under varying temperatures (*), (**) 
 

Temperature: 
Irrigation 

LSW  

(g) 

LFW  

(g) 

LDW 

 (g) 

LDM  

(%) 

LWSD  

(%) 

LWP  

(Kpa) 

LWCY 

(µM.M-2.S-1) 

Los  

(Kpa) 

LWC  

(%) 

20:T A1.6081 A1.26188 A0.08375 A6.9801 A21.665 A1272.31 A0.18146 A1.2358 A72.893 

20:F BC 1.29 BC1.02875 AB 0.0725 A7.035 A20.765 A1316.25 A0.13839 A1.3092 A70.908 

20:C C1.2388 C 1 B 0.062188 A6.1778 A19.685 A1340 A0.15589 A1.2467 B60.982 

20:A AB 1.4844 AB1.18625 A0.0775 A6.6571 A21.227 B1145.94 A0.14736 A1.1875 A72.823 

12:T D0.7894 D0.64313 C0.045625 A7.4094 A19.862 A1313.13 A0.1971 A1.2192 A71.312 

12:F D0.6813 D0.52 C0.03875 A7.7563 A25.226 A1381.25 A0.23038 A1.1975 A70.648 

12:C D0.6506 D0.50063 C0.03375 A6.8831 A21.939 A1321.25 A0.23225 A1.35 A71.524 

12:A D0.7156 D0.5575 C0.038125 A7.1319 A23.439 A1385.94 A0.21588 A1.21 A71.852 
 

(*). LSW = Leaf saturated weight; LFW 0Leaf fresh weight; LDW =Leaf dry weight; LDM = leaf dry matter percentages; LWSD = leaf water saturation deficit; LWP = leaf water potentials; LWCYµM.M-2.S-1= 
leaf water conductivity; LOs= leaf osmosity; LWC = leaf water content. 
(**). Figures of unshared characters significantly differ at 0.05 levels, Duncan. 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R19):Reduction percentage in leaf  saturation weight (g) of 
four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets of 20°C and 12°C 



 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure(R20):Reduction percentage in leaf  fresh weight (g) of 
four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets of 20°C and 
12°C 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R21):Reduction percentage in leaf  dry weight (g) of 
four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets of 20°C and 
12°C 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R22):Reduction percentage in leaf  dry weight (%) 
of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets of 20°C 
and 12°C 
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established that high temperature is accompanied with 
higher growth rates owing to higher synthesis rate and 
accumulation of gas in contrast to low temperature which 
hastens the accumulation of growth inhibitors for instance 
ABA. High temperature during the summer months is a 
major limiting factor for the growth of cool season crops 
such as carrots (Huang and Ploeg, 2001). Air and soil 
temperatures during midsummer are often too high for 
optimum carrot growth (Liu et al., 2002) which may cause 
an elastic change in plant growth but prolonged exposure 
may cause permanent damage. High summer temperatures 
(>25°C) during the growing period can cause a decrease in 
the fresh mass of carrot leaves (Morison and Lawlor 1999). 
Growth of carrot plants is slow at 10°C and becomes more 
rapid as temperatures increase to 25°C (Rubatzky et al., 
1999). However, extremely low temperatures during the 
growth period may damage or even kill the carrot leaves 
(Anonymous, 2008; Reddy, 2010). These results exhibited 
that radish biomass productions is not valid in radish 
production for market and consumption, since radish 
consumption mainly depends upon storage roots and there 
is a contradiction between assimilate portioning between 
roots and leaves. Stresses including temperature alter the 
leaf root ratio, where low temperature usually favoured the 
accumulation of assimilates in storage roots rather than in 
leaves. It was reported that O3 reduced total biomass and 
shoot biomass of radish at 13°C RZT but had no effect at 
18°C RZT. Low (13°C) RZT decreased total biomass in both 
O3 and charcoal-filtered air. RZT had no overall effect on 
biomass allocation but O3 lowered root-to-shoot ratios for 
plants grown at 18°C RZT. Photosynthesis was reduced for 
plants grown at 18°C RZT and O3, but stomatal 
conductance was not affected by O3 or RZT (Kleier et al., 
2001). 

Significant differences were not observed among 
treatments in leaf dry matter percentages and leaf water 
saturation deficit (Table 6; Figures R22 to R23). Reduction 
percentages between 20°C and 12°C revealed that radishes 
grown at 12°C increased percentages of leaf dry matter and 
water saturation deficit in Topsi (5.74 and 5.66%, 
respectively), Famox F1 (9.3 and 4.66 %, respectively), 
Corox F1 (10.25 and 3.66%, respectively) and Altox F1 
(6.66 and 2.66%, respectively). These results suggested 
that dry matter is accumulated better at 12°C and the 
increase in leaf fresh weight is mainly to its water content 
and tender. This notion is confirmed by the higher leaf 
water saturation deficit in radish leaves at 12°C than 20°C 
(Figure R23), and the higher leaf dry weight at 20°C 
explained the higher leaf area and size as compared to 
112°C not to the real accumulated dry matter per unit area 
and their compromising. Leaf water potential explained the 
forces by which leaf maintain its water content. Therefore, 
12°C grown leaves showed higher water holding capability 
than 20°C, where reduction percentage of the differences 
between two applied temperatures were in Topsi (3.1%), 
Famox F1 (4.71%), Corox F1 (1.42) and Altox F1 (17.32%). 
Low temperature inhibits cell growth and produce tissues 
of more firmness capable of higher water  holding  capacity  
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Figure(R23):Reduction percentage in leaf  water saturation 
deficit (%) of four radish cultivars grown in controlled 
cabinets of 20°C and 12°C 

 

 
 

Figure(R24):Reduction percentage in leaf  water potential (KPa) 
of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets of 20°C and 
12°C 

 
 

 
 

Figure(R25):Reduction percentage in leaf  water 
conductance  (µM.M-².S-1) of four radish cultivars grown in 
controlled cabinets of 20°C and 12°C 

 
 
 
 
than high temperature. Effects of temperature and water 
status on produce mechanical properties are well known 
(Bourne, 1982). Bruising, splitting or breaking 
susceptibility of fresh fruits and vegetables may largely 
increase at low temperature and high produce water 
contents (Crisosto et al., 1993; Bajema et al., 1998). These 
observations may imply that low temperature and a high 
water status may generally reduce tissue firmness. Because 
comprehensive and systematic studies on the interactive 
effects of temperature and water status on mechanical 
properties are rare and their results are equivocal, we 
investigated the temperature and water status effects on 
texture using intact taproots of the biennial carrot (Daucus 
carota L.) and tubers of the ephemeral small radish 
(Raphanus sativus L. var. sativus) as model produces. These 
storage organs largely differ in their tissue structure and, at 
least partially, in the biological function. 

Varying temperatures revealed insignificant differences 
in terms of leaf water conductance, leaf osmotic and water 
content differences between cultivars except Corox F1 
grown at 20°C which showed significant reduction in leaf 
water content (Table 6). Percentage differences between 
values of 20°C grown cultivars and their corresponding 
values at 12°C showed that leaf water conductance (Figure 
R25) was better at 12°C in Topsi (7.94%), Famox F1 
(39.93%), Corox F1 (33.88%) and Altox F1(31.47%). Lower 
percentages (Figure R26) were observed in leaf water 
potentials in Corox F1 (7.65%) and Altox F1 (1.86%). 
However, different trend were observed in Topsi and 
Famox F1 where they showed superiority of 20°C over 12°C 
in leaf osmotic potential by 1.36 and 9.33%, respectively. 
Leaf water content (Figure R27) revealed superiority of 
20°C over 12°C in Topsi, Famox F1 and Altox F1 with values 
of 2.22, 0.37 and 1.35%, respectively. On the other hand 
Corox F1 shifted the potency to 12°C by 14.74%. These 
results suggests that 12°C can accommodate better stature 
of intercellular spaces in leaf mesophyll, besides the high 
stomata population, and thus better leaf water conductance 
at 12°C. Leaf morphological traits, including stomatal 
density and distribution, and epidermal features may affect 
gas exchange quite remarkably and their relationships with 
key environmental factors such as light, water status and 
CO2 levels (Woodward, 1987; Nilson and Assmann, 2007). 
Differences in the cultivar response to varying 
temperatures can be attributed to the genetic variations 
which affect the means by which plant cells accumulate 
their compatible solutes and their types. Most of the 
attempts to elucidate the function of these proteins have 
been focused on the in vitro characterization of their 
biochemical properties. Several proteins of this group show 
cryoprotective activity; which is enhanced in the presence 
of compatible solutes (Bravo et al., 2003 and Reyes et al., 
2005). There is evidence indicating that dehydrins from 
Arabidopsis, Craterostigma, and Citrus prevent the 
inactivation of enzymes induced by partial dehydration in 
vitro. It is predicted that the K-segments may form 
amphipathic α-helices similar in structure to the lipid 
binding    class  A2  amphipathic  α-helical  region  found   in  



 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure(R26):Reduction percentage in leaf  osmotic potential 
(KPa) of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets of 
20°C and 12°C 

 

 
 

Figure(R27):Reduction percentage in leaf  water content (%) of 
four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets of 20°C and 
12°C 

 
 
 
apolipoproteins and α-synucleins associated with 
membranes (Segrest et al., 1992). 
 
Cultivar responses to varying temperatures and 
irrigation levels 
 
Topsi radish cultivar grown in 20°C cabinet and irrigated 
with 0% AWC depletion gave the highest weight of water 
saturated leaf (2.0825 g), leaf fresh weight (1.76 g) and leaf 
dry weight (0.095 g). However, the lowest weight of water 
saturated leaf (1.48 g), leaf fresh weight (0.3175 g) and leaf 
dry weight (0.03 g) were detected in Corox F1 radish 
cultivar grown in 12°C cabinet and irrigated with 100% 
AWC depletion (Table 7). These results suggested that dry  
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matter accumulation in leaves were mainly determined by 
water availabilities and temperature contributed to some 
extent. Accumulation of dry matter in leaves also depend on 
the radish cultivar’s capability to assimilate partitioning 
between leaves and storage roots. It can be inferred from 
these results that Topsi cultivar directed more assimilates 
to leaves rather than storage roots, especially under 20°C. 
Unlike Altox F1which shifted them to storage roots, 
particularly under 12°C. The surplus photosynthate is 
determined considerably when the water potential of 
chloroplast thylakoid is increased which apparently affects 
the electron transfer in non-cyclic ATP generation in light 
reaction of photosynthesis. It found that the electrochromic 
change is caused by the formation of an electric potential 
across the thylakoid membrane associated with proton 
uptake. Since depolarization of the thylakoid membrane 
following flash excitation is normally dominated by proton 
efflux through the coupling factor during ATP formation, 
this measurement can provide direct information about the 
catalytic activity of the coupling factor. Under low leaf 
water potential (ψL) conditions in which a clear non 
stomatal limitation of net photosynthesis could be 
demonstrated, a strong inhibition of coupling factor activity 
in dark-adapted leaves was probably caused by an increase 
in the energetic threshold for the activation of the enzyme 
at low leaf water potential (ψL). While this result 
supported earlier gs, the light dependent reduction of 
coupling factor reversed any observable effect of low leaf 
water potential (ψL) on the energetics of activation or on 
photophosphorylation competence. Furthermore, coupling 
factor was reduced even in severely droughted sunflower 
almost immediately upon illumination. Based on these 
measurements, we conclude that the non stomatal 
limitation of photosynthesis observed in this study and 
others in droughted plants cannot be explained by impaired 
coupling factor activity (Ortiz-Lopez et al., 1991). Younis et 
al. (1979) demonstrated that thylakoids isolated from 
leaves with low thylakoid potentials were incapable of 
attaining rates of ATP synthesis by more than 35 to 40% of 
controls from leaves with high water potentials. This work 
was subsequently extended to investigate isolated coupling 
factor complex (CF) which indicated that magnesium ions 
concentrated in the stoma due to desiccation, caused a 
direct irreversible effect on coupling factor complex (CF) 
which was in turn, the basis for the low leaf water potential 
inhibition of ATP synthesis observed in isolated thylakoids 
(Younis et al., 1983). However, it has been difficult to 
evaluate the relevance of these in vitro studies to the in situ 
inhibition of net photosynthesis at low leaf water potential 
in attached leaves. 

The highest dry matter percentages (10.078%), leaf 
water saturation deficit (30.16%), leaf water potential 
(2395 Kpa) and leaf osmotic potential (2.1667 Kpa) were 
observed in radish grown in 12°C cabinet with an irrigation 
level of 100% AWC depletion with Topsi, Famox F1, Altox 
F1 and Corox F1, respectively. However, their 
corresponding lowest values were observed at 0% AWC at 
12°C in Altox F1 (5.34%), 20°C in Topsi (12.758%), 20°C in  
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Table 7. Leaf water relation of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinet under varying temperatures and irrigation levels (*), (**) 
 

T:Irrig:Cvs 
LSW  

(g) 

LFW  

(g) 

LDW 

 (g) 

LDM  

(%) 

LWSD  

(%) 

LWP  

(Kpa) 

LWCY 

(µM.M-2.S-1) 

Los  

(Kpa) 

LWC  

(%) 

20:0%:T A2.0825 A1.76 A0.095 DE5.298 E-F 15.58 I-K639.3 A-C0.503 FG1.08 A-E77.721 

20:0%:F B-E1.33 B-E1.126 B-G0.063 C-E5.663 E-F 16.07 JK547.5 A-D0.292 FG1 A-G73.775 

20:0%:C C-F1.19 C-G0.998 D-H0.05 C-E5.4933 E-F 15.84 K525 A-D0.2865 FG1.1533 A-E75.731 

20:0%:A AB1.745 B1.3975 A-E0.075 DE5.393 C-F 20.58 H-K696 A-D0.2297 FG0.98 A-E77.942 

20:33%:T B-E1.31 B-F1.04 A-F 0.068 A-E6.548 B-F21.73 HI875 D0.0613 FG1.1 A-D79.844 

20:33%:F B-E1.28 C-G0.9875 A-D 0.078 A-E7.598 B-F23.418 GH930 0.0797 FG1.1333 A-D80.718 

20:33%:C C-F1.16 D-I0.9325 C-I 0.0575 B-E 6.108 C-F20.07 GH935 A-C0.1955 G0.92 E-J57.521 

20:33%:A C-F1.17 C-G0.99 C-H 0.06 B-E 6.213 EF16.798 HI872.5 A-C0.2502 FG1.0633 B-H70.655 

20:66%:T BC1.58 B-D1.2875 AB 0.09 A-E7.203 F12.974 F 1512.5 B-D0.1074 FG1.1133 A-E74.411 

20:66%:F C-G1.15 E-H0.9525 C-H 0.06 A-E6.323 C-F17.939 DE1795 A-D0.1327 FG1.07 A-E77.145 

20:66%:C AB1.683 BC1.335 A0.0925 A-E6.869 C-F21.039 F 1550 CD0.0837 C-F1.4433 D-J59.584 

20:66%:A BC1.603 B-D1.2675 A-C 0.085 A-E6.753 B-F22.827 EF1577.5 D0.0633 D-G1.2367 A-H72.728 

20:100%:T BC1.465 D-H0.96 A-C 0.083 A-D8.873 AB 36.375 BC20635 D0.0543 B-D1.65 D-J59.596 

20:100%:F B-D1.41 B-F1.0475 AB 0.09 A-E8.558 A-F 25.64 CD19935 D0.0492 AB2.0333 G-J51.993 

20:100%:C E-I0.923 F-K0.735 D-I0.0488 A-E6.803 B-F21.795 A  2350 D0.0579 C-F1.47 H-J51.091 

20:100%:A B-D1.42 B-F1.09 AB 0.09 A-E8.27 A-F 24.71 F 1437.5 D0.0463 C-F1.47 B-H69.967 

12:0%:T E-H0.97 E-K0.7875 E-I 0.045 C-E5.793 C-F19.295 JK532.5 A-D0.42 G0.9167 A94.019 

12:0%:F F-I0.778 H-M0.593 F-I0.0375 A-E6.33 A-F 24.39 H-K770 AB0.5235 G0.9 A-D80.572 

12:0%:C G-I0.683 J-M0.4975 G-I0.035 A-E7.113 C-F19.145 I-K635 A 0.544 FG0.98 AB90.172 

12 0% A C-G1.15 E-I0.8675 E-I 0.05 E5.343 A-F 25.86 I-K646.3 A-D0.3775 G0.8167 A-C86.903 

12 33% T E-I0.858 F-K0.73 E-I 0.0475 A-E6.498 EF16.065 HI800 D0.0655 FG1.1333 A-H72.864 

12 33% F F-I0.755 H-M0.601 F-I 0.04 A-E6.645 C-F20.573 G 1155 A-C0.203 FG1.0433 A-E75.846 

12 33% C F-I0.72 H-M0.598 G-I 0.035 C-E5.78 C-F17.938 H-I775 A-D0.155 FG1.11 A-D81.009 

12 33% A F-I0.768 H-M0.645 E-I 0.045 A-E6.843 D-F17.275 G 1130 A-D0.284 FG1.0333 A-D76.957 

12 66% T HI0.645 I-M0.5625 G-I 0.0425 A-E7.27 F14.758 F 1525 A-D0.1955 FG1.16 A-H71.891 

12 66% F I0.66 J-M0.5425 E-I 0.045 A-E8.338 C-F17.773 EF1600 A-D0.128 FG1.1367 A-G73.619 

12 66% C F-I0.73 H-M0.59 G-I 0.035 DE5.158 C-F18.343 F 1462.5 A-D0.192 FG1.1433 A-G73.07 

12 66% A I0.4625 LM0.385 I0.0275 A-E7.528 C-F17.893 F 1525 A-D0.147 E-G1.2133 C-I67.695 

12 100% T G-I0.683 K-M0.493 E-I 0.0475 A  10.078 A-E 29.33 A  2395 B-D0.1074 B-E1.6667 I46.474 

12 100% F HI0.533 M0.3375 G-I0.0325 AB9.713 A  38.165 CD2000 D0.067 B-D1.71 F-J52.555 

12 100% C I 0.48 M0.3175 I 0.03 A-C9.483 A-D 32.33 A  2413 D0.038 A2.1667 J41.843 

12100% A I 0.48 M0.3325 I 0.03 A-D8.815 A-C 32.73 AB 2243 D0.055 A-C1.7767 G-J55.854 
 

(*). LSW = Leaf saturated weight; LFW 0Leaf fresh weight; LDW =Leaf dry weight; LDM = leaf dry matter percentages; LWSD = leaf water saturation deficit; LWP = leaf water potentials; 
LWCYµM.M-2.S-1= leaf water conductivity; LOs= leaf osmosity; LWC = leaf water content. 
 (**). Figures of unshared characters significantly differ at 0.05 levels, Duncan. 



 
 
 
 
Corox F1 (525 KPa) and 12°C in Altox F1 (0.8163KPa), 
respectively. The highest leaf water conductance 
(0.544µM.M-2.S-1) and leaf water content (94.091%) were 
detected in 0% AWC  combined  with 12°C for Corox F1 and 
their corresponding lower values were observed at 12°C, 
100% AWC for Corox F1 (0.038µM.M-2.S-1) and12°C, 0% 
AWC for Topsi, respectively (Table 7). These results suggest 
the prevalence of water availabilities over temperature and 
the superiority of 12°C over 20°C in the behaviour of the 
investigated radish cultivars. Leaf growth and cell 
metabolisms are indirectly affected by temperatures and 
are directly manipulated by osmotic adjustment of cell to 
sustain reasonable water potentials. In the mature leaf, 
induced growth (ψw) was unobserved but induced 
transpiration (ψw) remained. When leaves were growing, 
induced growth (ψw) moved water into the elongating cells 
during the day and night, and it shifted with changes in 
induced transpiration (ψw). The shift involved solutes 
accumulating in the growing region. When water was 
withheld, the induced growth (ψw) is observed and leaf 
elongation ceased even though turgor pressure was at its 
highest. Turgor was maintained by osmotic adjustment that 
doubled the osmotic potential of the elongating cells. If 
elongation resumed at night or with rewatering, induced 
growth (ψw) reappeared. If pressure was applied to the soil 
root system to cause guttation and re-establish induced 
growth (ψw), elongation resumed immediately. These 
findings support the hypothesis that the primary control of 
growth is the disappearance and reappearance of induced 
growth (ψw) because the potential changed in the xylem 
and nearby cells, blocking or permitting radial water 
movement and thus blocking or permitting growth (Tang 
and Boyer, 2002).     
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